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In September, store developments continued the trend seen from earlier 
this year with a strong focus on frictionless and seamless experiences. 
From creating an integrated smartphone enabled in-store shopping 
experience to dedicating a store entirely to online orders, many of the 
world’s largest retailers are moving quickly to embrace a digital future for 
stores. In Asia and Europe we focus on new concepts underpinned by 
membership-only principles, offering unique experiences and new 
assortments, with both bringing an additional competitive dynamic to 
their respective markets.

Highlighted this month: 

1. Decathlon DX – a member-only experience store with time limited 
curations and technology enabled solutions.

2. Freshippo X – Alibaba’s first membership-only warehouse club 
format to rival Sam’s Club and Costco.

3. Walmart – a new look and feel store design supporting a digitally 
enabled ‘seamless omni-shopping experience’.

4. Whole Foods – the first “permanent online only” Whole Foods store 
dedicated to fulfilling online grocery orders.

5. Apple Express – a trial store simplified to focus on quick pickups of 
online orders through a new over-the-counter experience.
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The first “permanent online only” Whole 
Foods store dedicated to fulfilling online 
grocery orders.

‘Store of the Future’ characteristics - rationale for inclusion

Experiential Social Curated Frictionless Operational 
Excellence

√ √ √ √

√ √

√ √ √

√ √

√ √
A trial store simplified to focus on quick 
pickups of online orders through a new 
over-the-counter experience

A new look and feel store design 
supporting a digitally enabled ‘seamless 
omni-shopping experience’.

Alibaba’s first membership only 
warehouse club format to rival Sam’s 
Club and Costco. 

Highlighted this month
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A member-only experience store with 
time limited curations and technology 
enabled solutions.
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Decathlon DX – Villeneuve d'Ascq, France

STORE OF THE FUTURE CHARACTERISTIC: EXPERIENTIAL
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The Basics

• Decathlon DX is an 800 sqm pilot store, located near Lille, France. It is 
exclusive to members and curates time-limited themed merchandise. 
With it's own look and feel and events calendar, the DX store has 
ceilings equipped with RFID readers for real time inventory monitoring 
and contactless payment, as well as foot and body scanners and a 3D 
printing lab to produce prototypes and exclusives. 

Drivers

• This store is described as an exploration. It provides ‘theatre’ around 
curation, while offering an experience enabled by technology, with 
access through access through membership only. It is a ‘test and learn’ 
environment seeking to drive new experiences into the wider network.

Why does this matter?

• While this concept is unlikely to be rolled out in its entirety, Decathlon 
expects some elements to be applied to other stores in the future. 
Notably, Decathlon is using technology to limit ‘non-value-creating tasks’ 
to no more than 5% of staff time – the aim is for the majority of time to 
be spent interacting with customers to support the experience.

Supplier watch-out

• From an assortment perspective, the concept of time-limited curation to 
drive excitement is relevant. For brands, product innovation and in-store 
education stand out as important concepts to support this experience.
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Freshippo X – Shanghai, China

STORE OF THE FUTURE CHARACTERISTIC: CURATION
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The Basics

• Freshippo, Alibaba's grocery retail chain, has opened its first 
membership store, 'X' in Shanghai. Utilizing a warehouse style 
environment, over 40% of the products are exclusive to Freshippo, 
including a new private label Hema MAX, with Freshippo believing its 
assortment will appeal more to local tastes. Goods bought in the store 
can be delivered within half a day to customers within a 20km radius.

Drivers

• Membership-only warehouse stores are a popular format as China’s 
rapidly-expanding middle class continues to seek good-quality products 
at affordable prices. 

Why does this matter?

• Freshippo, with over 210 stores, launched its X membership plan in 
2018 and already has over 500,000 members in Shanghai. With 
expansion of this new concept likely, Freshippo will be challenging the 
China operations of Costco, Sam's Club and Metro in the future.

Supplier watch-out

• As well as private label, international brands are very visible in this 
warehouse style, palletized environment, presenting a clear opportunity 
for volume selling. Targeted, promotional activity through membership 
communication will also provide new ways to connect to China’s 
expanding middle class.
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Watch a 
short video 
here

https://www.shine.cn/biz/company/2009307166/
https://www.shine.cn/biz/company/2009307166/


Walmart – various, US

STORE OF THE FUTURE CHARACTERISTIC: FRICTIONLESS
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The Basics

• Walmart has unveiled a new look and feel store design focusing on a 
digitally enabled shopping experience. With signage now reflecting the 
Walmart app icon, encouraging shoppers to download and use the app 
during their visit, the in-store layout supports an end-to-end digital 
navigation guiding customers through a ‘seamless omni-shopping 
experience’. The store also includes the new checkout experience.

Drivers

• Inspired by airport wayfinding systems and amid the accelerated shift to 
online, Walmart is seeking to leverage the benefits of its significant 
store network as it competes with Amazon. 

Why does this matter?

• This is another step in Walmart’s ambitions to redesign the store to 
support a more digitally enabled experience and will become a major 
rollout. The new features will be in nearly 200 Supercenters as well as 
some Health Centers and Neighborhood Markets by the end of the 
financial year, reaching close to 1,000 stores the year after. 

Supplier watch-out

• Bringing a stronger connection between its digital offer and physical 
assets highlights the need for brands to invest further in their online 
presence. Strong digital shelf execution will be important to support 
online visibility and conversion, whether online or in-store.
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Watch a 
short video 
here

https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/2020/09/30/reimagining-store-design-to-help-customers-better-navigate-the-omni-shopping-experience
https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/2020/09/30/reimagining-store-design-to-help-customers-better-navigate-the-omni-shopping-experience


Whole Foods – Brooklyn, New York.

STORE OF THE FUTURE CHARACTERISTIC: FRICTIONLESS
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The Basics

• Amazon US has opened its first “permanent online only” Whole Foods 
store in Brooklyn, New York. The facility is purely dedicated to fulfilling 
online orders as grocery delivery continues to be one of the fastest 
growing businesses at Amazon. The dark store is staffed by Whole 
Foods team members who are dedicated to picking and packing orders 
for Prime members who have access to free 2-hour grocery delivery.

Drivers

• Amazon reported that online grocery sales had tripled YOY in Q2 2020 
as a result of COVID-19 driven demand. During the height of the 
pandemic, it temporarily converted stores into dark stores.

Why does this matter?

• Online grocery shopping is now more deeply engrained in consumer 
behavior, leading Amazon and many others to prepare for further growth 
by investing in capabilities to support demand.

Supplier watch-out

• Brands must prioritize partnerships with fast-growing platforms such as 
Amazon, Walmart, Target and delivery intermediaries like Instacart, 
providing informative and engaging content to drive online visibility and 
conversion, as well as ensuring flexible supply chains that can cope with 
increasing consumer expectations for rapid delivery services
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Apple Express – California, US

STORE OF THE FUTURE CHARACTERISTIC: FRICTIONLESS

Stores of the Month – September 2020

The Basics

• Apple is trialing a new “Apple Express” store format at its Burlingame 
store in California, which has been simplified to focus on quick pickups 
of online orders through a new over-the-counter experience. 

Drivers

• The pandemic has altered the in-store experience for Apple, limiting 
store occupancy and restricting wearable try-ons. This trial seeks to 
control customer contact while supporting demand in a more functional 
Apple environment. 

Why does this matter?

• Renowned for its experiential store environments, this shift from Apple 
towards a more functional setting reflects the underlying retail 
movement towards frictionless service connected to a seamless online 
experience for consumers.

Supplier watch-out

• This development is indicative of a broader trend seen across all retail 
channels. As consumer demand for ‘pickup’ services heighten, 
manufacturers must ensure products are discoverable and feature 
strongly in terms of search performance to support conversion.
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More global store developments

Romania: Schwarz Group Kaufland launches 
premium format store

Taiwan: Carrefour pilots iCarrefour unmanned 
store

Germany: Tegut pilots unmanned mini-store China: JD.com opens first home appliance 
flagship store

France: Alibaba AliExpress opens pop-up store

UK: Aldi opens first click & collect store

https://retailinsight.ascentialedge.com/research/news/3wUvpfGXuVNmJN24VWMjpN/Schwarz Group Kaufland Romania opens premium store format
https://www.lsa-conso.fr/icarrefour-le-nouveau-magasin-libre-service-de-carrefour-a-taiwan,357343
https://lebensmittelpraxis.de/handel-aktuell/28441-tegut-testet-begehbaren-minimarkt-2020-09-11-07-43-52.html
https://retailinsight.ascentialedge.com/research/news/9Oe4dlnApsJ4Vw6m818F7/JD.com opens first home appliance flagship store
https://retailinsight.ascentialedge.com/research/news/1ypJ2nB4hsOiQSiLCD0RAJ/Alibaba AliExpress to open pop-up store in Paris
https://retailinsight.ascentialedge.com/research/news/5ygz1h5SSe3RnOmETt7ji4/Aldi UK launches first click and collect store for customers


Winning Store of the Future

Interested to see our pick for Store 
of the Month? 

Visit our Insights page this month 
to see the winner: 

Ecommerce Insights

https://www.ascentialedge.com/insights?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=eri-portal&utm_campaign=evergreen&utm_content=nocontent&utm_term=noterm
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